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The person believed to have been operating a suspected smuggling vessel that overturned off the coast of San Diego on Sunday, killing three people, is in custody.
San Diego captain of suspected smuggling vessel in custody after boat overturned, killing 3. Here's what we know
One illustration shows a border crossing, with two children riding on a woman's shoulders across the Rio Grande. "One day in the morning we passed a wire fence with a big sign that said ...
A Picture Book About Children At The Border Aims To Spark Family Conversations
In War Against Smallpox, Michael Bennett offers us something immeasurably more intriguing: the border crossing of vaccination ... To send content items to your Kindle, first ensure ...
War Against Smallpox
John Cornyn (R-Texas) and Sinema will roll out their bill that seeks to address the rise of migrant crossings at the southern border. WEDNESDAY’S WINNER ... which includes John Kennedy, Michael ...
D.C. statehood hits a snag in the Senate
Democrats raved about the ambitious vision Biden laid out, while Republicans weren’t buying what he was selling, citing the price tags on his ideas and his record so far of cutting GOP lawmakers out ...
Biden goes long on spending, light on surprises
In The News is a roundup of stories from The Canadian Press designed to kickstart your day. Here is what's on the radar of our editors for the morning ...
Alberta confirms AstraZenca death, Moderna doses arrive early: In The News for May 5
This popular textbook offers a thorough and accessible approach to Canadian Studies through comparative analyses of Canada and the United States, their ...
Canadian Studies in the New Millennium, Second Edition
There is no shortage of news coverage about the immigration crisis on the U.S.-Mexican border, with much of the coverage focusing on the horrific conditions in which unaccompanied minors are being ...
Interior Enforcement and the Border Crisis
For reference, during the worst year of the Trump administration, border crossings increased from 58,317 in January to 103,731 in March, or an increase of 78%. This year, crossings increased from ...
Biden's border crisis is the worst since 2006, blowing Trump's out of the water
Daymond, Margaret Gui, Weishin Griffiths, Michael Lorre-Johnston, Christine McNeill, Dougal Nelson, Ashlee Niblett, Michael Raja, Ira Sharrad, Paul Spencer, Lynda Steiner, Tina and Williams, Mark 2018 ...
The Cambridge History of the English Short Story
HARLINGEN, Texas (AP) — Elmer Maldonado spent a week in immigration custody with his 1-year-old son after crossing the Rio ... migrants turn themselves in to Border Patrol officers.
Border crossings strain resources in Rio Grande Valley
He said the issue has been a subject of discussion in his recent conversations with lawmakers as child border crossings have surged, straining U.S. facilities. The situation at the Southern border ...
Republicans seize on immigration as border crossings surge
BABB, Mont. (AP) — On a cloudy spring day, hundreds lined up in their cars on the Canadian side of the border crossing that separates Alberta and Montana. They had driven for hours and camped ...
Montana tribe gifts vaccines to neighbors across the border
The poll comes as the Biden administration continues to grapple with the surge in attempted illegal border crossings, with over 160,000 family units and 18,000 unaccompanied minors being ...
People overwhelmingly view situation at border as a crisis and disapprove of Biden's handling: Poll
She also raised her hand in support of decriminalizing illegal border crossings, voiced her opposition to deporting illegal aliens if they had not committed crimes and said she supported giving ...
Border czar Harris compared ICE officers to KKK, supports sanctuary cities
“I haven’t seen a plan,” said Rep. Michael McCaul, R-Texas. “They have created a humanitarian crisis down here at this border that you have seen now. And the reason why they are coming is ...
Biden aims to prevent border crossings from swamping agenda
Cuellar, who represents about 200 miles of the U.S.-Mexico border, is one of the few Democrats calling the influx of unaccompanied children crossing ... U.S. Rep. Michael McCaul, R-Austin ...
South Texas Democrats caught in the middle of the migrant surge
Michael Williams had been in the hospital since a hit-and-run on the border of Crown Heights and ... was hit by an unknown vehicle when he was crossing Atlantic Avenue near Bedford Avenue just ...
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